retinitis pigmentosa could be interrogated in terms of the regulatory pathway identified in the fly. Moreover, these TSPs sustain the high curvature of disc PR edges, and it is conceivable that they might also play a similar role in the fly rhabdomeres and microvilli (see Figure 1) . Thus, the testing of the fly lipid-transcription feedback loop (Tsai et al., 2019) in vertebrate retinas may expand the understanding of the regulation of these important proteins for sight and reveal mechanisms of PR outer segment biogenesis and ectosome formation (Salinas et al., 2017) . Generalizing the findings from Tsai et al. (2019) to other contexts, it has been shown that dopaminergic synaptic terminal dysfunction precedes nigral cell death in PD, contributing to early clinical manifestations of disease (Bridi and Hirth, 2018; Lee et al., 2017) . Whether and how lipidtranscription synaptic vesicle feedback loops exist in the context of broader neurodegenerative diseases will be of interest for future studies. Indeed, after several disappointing clinical trials targeting Ab peptide for AD, one of the translational priorities is to develop early effective strategies to direct therapies to the roots of irreversible synaptic circuit demise. While many of these issues remain unclear, the in-depth characterization of presynaptic molecular mechanisms and the regulation of TSP expression will provide a solid basis for future studies.
Accurate sensing of changes in environmental temperature is a fundamental process. Budelli et al. (2019) describe a specific type of phasic thermosensory neurons in the Drosophila arista, dubbed ''cooling cells,'' that rely on ionotropic receptors (IRs) for their function and mediate cold and warm avoidance.
Temperature has a direct effect on virtually all biological processes, ranging from simple enzymatic reactions to complex animal behavior such as reproduction. The thermal environment directly affects the heat balance of any organism, and hence species have developed different strategies to detect and cope with temperature changes. Thermosensation is a key guide for thermoregulatory actions, which can include thermal avoidance behavior as well as physiological processes to lose or generate heat, such as perspiration or shivering.
Owing to their small size, the body temperature of small insects is particularly sensitive to variations in the surrounding temperature. The fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster prefers an ambient temperature of around 25 C and is capable of accurately detecting and reacting to deviations of less than a degree from this optimum temperature. Its simple yet highly accurate thermosensory system, along with the ease of its genetic modification, have made the fruit fly an attractive and popular model to study molecular and cellular mechanisms of thermosensation. Innocuous thermosensation in Drosophila relies on a set of six peripheral thermosensitive sensory cells, known as the three hot cells and three cold cells, which are located in the arista, a distal branch of the antenna (Barbagallo and Garrity, 2015; Sayeed and Benzer, 1996) . The molecular mechanisms whereby these neurons detect changes in temperature and how their activity steers thermal preference have been incompletely understood.
In the present issue of Neuron, Budelli and colleagues combine electrophysiological, structural, and behavioral assays to study the role of cold cells in sensing of innocuous temperatures and to zoom in on candidate molecular thermosensors (Budelli et al., 2019) . They developed a novel electrophysiological approach, which allowed them to directly measure the spiking of thermosensitive neurons while exposing the arista to alternating airstreams of different temperatures in the innocuous range between 20 C and 30 C. In wild-type flies, the most prominent temperature responses originated from the cold cells. Intriguingly, these cells exhibited purely phasic thermal responses consisting of transient increases in spike frequency in response to cooling and de-creases in response to warming ( Figure 1 ). However, at least in the tested thermal range, the steady-state firing rate of these neurons was temperature independent. Based on these findings, the authors rightfully propose to name these neurons ''cooling cells'' instead of cold cells.
The powerful electrophysiological assay also allowed Budelli and colleagues to directly evaluate the role of potential molecular cold sensors in the cooling cells. Previously, three transient receptor potential (TRP) channels, dubbed Brividos (Brv1-3) have been put forward as essential molecular determinants of cold sensing and cold-avoiding behavior (Gallio et al., 2011) . However, curiously, the current study did not find any significant changes in brevido mutants with respect to cooling-induced firing response in cooling cells. In contrast, genetic ablation of any of three ionotropic receptors (IRs: IR21a, IR25a, and IR93a) fully abolished cooling-induced responses, in line with previous findings showing deficient cold avoidance in the respective mutant flies (Enjin et al., 2016) .
Whereas these results would be in line with a simple model wherein IR21a, IR25a, and IR93a are essential molecular elements of the cold-transduction machinery of cooling cells, for instance as ion channels mediating a cold-activated depolarizing cation current, morphological analyses sketched a more complex picture. Each arista sensillum contains one hot cell and one cooling cell that extend a dendrite with a short ciliary region and a morphologically distinct outer segment. The outer segment of cooling cells is particularly complex, with a highly folded cell membrane forming multiple membrane lamellae connected via so-called bossy orthogonal surface substructures (BOSSes), whereas hot cells have a simpler, finger-like ending. Intriguingly, Budelli and colleagues discovered that the structure of the outer segments of cooling cells was severely altered in Ir25a and Ir21a mutant flies-largely lacking lamellae and BOSSes-without obvious changes in the morphology of the adjacent hot cells. Oppositely, when IR21a was ectopically expressed in the hot cells, this had a striking effect on the morphology of their sensory ending, being engulfed by the cooling cells and with BOSS-like structures connecting the two cell types. Cooling cells, located alongside heating cells in the Drosophila arista, show basal firing and show only a phasic response to mild cooling before returning to the original steady-state firing frequency. These cooling cells, which are essential for avoiding both cool and warm temperatures, rely on three IRs for their cold response. In mammals, the cool-sensitive subpopulation of unmyelinated C-fibers have sensory endings in the skin and mucosa. Similar to the Drosophila cooling cells, they show a rapidly adapting response to mild cooling, which depends on the TRP channel TRPM8. Adaptation in these mammalian neurons is incomplete, as their steady-state firing rate also increases upon cooling. Loss of function of mammalian phasic cool-responsive neurons in the TRPM8 knockout mouse leads to a specific deficit in cool avoidance without effect on warm avoidance.
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The mechanisms whereby IRs determine the ultrastructure of thermoreceptor cells are currently elusive, and further research is needed to establish whether the deficits in thermal responses of the IR mutants reflect their role in stimulus detection, morphogenesis of the thermosensitive neurons, or both.
Action potential firing of hot cells was only rarely detected in wild-type Drosophila. Instead, the recordings showed a decrease in firing frequency in response to warming, which suggest that the cooling cell responses overpower hot cell response. However, when the cooling cells were silenced, such as in the Ir21a mutant flies, the response of hot cells became readily discernible, exhibiting a transient increase in firing rate upon warming and a decrease in response to cooling. Therefore, Budelli and colleagues also propose to rename these cells as ''heating cells.'' However, in contrast to the cooling cells, these cells also showed an increased steady-state firing rate upon warming, which at least theoretically enables them to convey both absolute temperatures and relative temperature changes. In confirmation of earlier results, Budelli and colleagues report that heating cells rely on the GR28b, a member of the family of Drosophila gustatory receptors (GRs), for their responses to changing temperature. GR28b appears to be a bona fide temperature sensor, as it confers robust heat sensitivity to different Drosophila cells when ectopically expressed (Ni et al., 2013) .
Having established the roles of the three IRs and of GR28b in the thermosensitive neurons in the arista, Budelli and coworkers examined the consequences of the respective mutant flies in behavioral assays of cool and warm avoidance. In these experiments, flies can choose between a zone set at the preferred temperature of 25 C and a test temperature of 16 C (cool avoidance) or 31 C (warm avoidance). As expected, the Ir21a, Ir25a, and Ir93a mutants showed reduced cold avoidance. Warm avoidance was only partly reduced in the Gr28b, but surprisingly, was fully abolished in the Ir21a, Ir25a, and Ir93a mutants. These findings indicate that cooling cells are essential not only for the avoidance of cool but also of warm temperatures, and they suggest that a transient reduction in the firing rate of cooling cells instigates warm avoidance in this behavioral assay (Figure 1) .
Steady-state activity and rapid adaptation to changes in temperature, as observed here for the Drosophila cooling and heating cells, is also a hallmark of mammalian sensory neurons implicated in innocuous thermosensation. Indeed, cool-sensitive fibers innervating the skin show a rapidly adapting firing response to mild cooling and a transient decrease in firing rate upon heating, and a mirrored response is observed in warm-sensitive fibers (Vriens et al., 2014) . Despite this functional analogy, the molecular sensors underlying the thermal responses differ between Drosophila and mammals. Mammalian genomes do not encode IRs or GRs, and their sensory neurons chiefly rely on TRP channels for detecting thermal stimuli. In particular, rapidly adapting cool-sensitive neurons in mammals express TRPM8, a cold-and menthol-sensitive channel. TRPM8-deficient mice show a specific deficit in sensing and avoiding innocuously cold temperatures, very much like the impaired cool avoidance in the three IR mutants in Drosophila. However, in contrast to the concomitant deficit in warm avoidance reported by Budelli and coworkers, TRPM8-deficient mice have not been reported to have problems in warmth avoidance (Figure 1) .
It should be noted that Drosophila does not rely solely on neurons in the arista for temperature sensation. Indeed, specific surgical ablation of the arista (and hence of the heating and cooling cells) leads to only partially impaired cold-avoidance behavior, whereas removal of the arista and the distal segment of antenna, including the sacculus region, abolishes cold avoidance behavior (Sayeed and Benzer, 1996) . Sacculus cells have also been reported to express Brv1 and to be cold activated (Gallio et al., 2011) . In addition to these peripheral neurons, anterior cells located inside the Drosophila brain contribute to innocuous heat sensing. Heat sensing by these anterior cells depends on TRPA1, a temperaturedependent and chemosensitive TRP channel involved in thermal avoidance behavior in Drosophila and mammals alike (Hamada et al., 2008; Kwon et al., 2008; Vandewauw et al., 2018) .
By studying a simple sensory organ with only six sensory neurons, Budelli and colleagues exemplify the complexity of temperature sensation and coding. What emerges is that rapid adaptation of cooling-activated sensory neurons is the key mechanism whereby flies and mammals find their preferred temperature.
